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Abstract. Given a compact connected simple Lie group © and a positive

integer N relatively prime to the order of the Weyl group we give a counting

formula for the number of conjugacy classes of elements x of order N in 0

with the property that the N-cyclotonic field when viewed as a Galois extension

of the field of characters of x has Galois group containing a fixed chosen cyclic

group 9. The case 'S = {1} recovers a formula, due to Djokovic, which

counts the number of conjugacy classes of elements of order dividing N in «5 .

0. Introduction

In this paper we derive polynomial formulas for the number of conjugacy

classes of elements of order TV coprime with the order of the Weyl group W

of a compact connected simple Lie group whose character values generate an

extension of Q contained in certain number fields.

This result generalizes that of [DP] ([PW]) where the case N = pK (N = p,
respectively) was treated. It also generalizes Djokovic [Djkl].

Let 0 be a (real) compact connected simple Lie group. As in [DP] and [PW]
we define a lattice Y corresponding to a fixed maximal torus X of (5 via the

following short exact sequence

(i) o^r^t CTp2"'(,),s^i

where t = it', with t' the Lie algebra of X, and / = %/-T •
The Weyl group W of © acts on the lattice Y and hence on V = C ®z Y.

Given an element w £ W, the multiplicity of the dth root of unity C¿ := e2l"ld

as an eigenvalue of w in V is denoted by

(2) fd(w).
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944 F. DESTREMPES AND A. PIANZOLA

(If Cd is not an eigenvalue of w , fd(w) is defined to be 0.) Note that d\m¡+ 1

for some 1 < / < /, where mx, ... , m¡ are the exponents of 0 . In particular

[Spg, Theorem 3.4, PW, Theorem 2], 1 < d < h where « is the Coxeter number
of 0.

We define a "universar polynomial G(tx, ... ,tn) £ Q[ii, ... ,tn] (with «
the Coxeter number of 0) as follows:

(3) G(tx,...,th):=^-     Y,     0H.-..HÍ-Í
1      ' kt.Jfc»€N

where a¿, , kh is the number of elements of W that have Ci as an eigenvalue

of multiplicity k¡, for all I < i < h . Equivalently, G is given by the average

sum

(4) G(ti,...,th):=^Y.^W)---tfnh{W)-

We consider elements x of finite order of 0. If x 6 Ô has order N,

then the character value try(p(x)) of any finite dimensional (complex) rep-

resentation (p, V) of 0 is contained in the cyclotomic field Q(Civ) where

Cat = e2*'/^. The subfield of Q(£aO generated by all such character values is

called the field of characters of x and is denoted by A(x). As in [DP], we then
define the Galois group of x by

(5) Gal(x) := Gal(Q(í*)/yá(jt))

which we will view as a subgroup of (Z/NZ)* by means of the natural descrip-

tion of Gal(Q(Cv)/Q) •
We fix a positive integer N with prime factorization

(6) N = p*i—pf-

where px, ... , ps are distinct primes not dividing the order of the Weyl group

W of 0. We fix a cyclic subgroup ^ of (Z/NZ)* as well as a generator

(7) a£W

and we set, for I < i < s,

(8) m = ord(a¡)

in  (Z/pf'Z)*, where a,  is the image of a under the canonical projection

The main result of this paper is the following theorem.

Theorem. Notation as above. The number of conjugacy classes of elements of 0

of order N with (a) C Gal(x) is given by

£ (-l)^G(qi(e),...,qn(s))

£=(£,,. ..,es)€(Z/2Zy

where q}{e) = Y[i: n^jPf''^ ™d |e| = H=i e< •
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1. Counting Weyl group orbits

In this section we recall the basic approach adopted in [DP, Pzll, PW].

The Weyl group W of 0 acts on the lattice Y and hence on the module

Y/NY, for any positive integer N. Observe that W also acts on the set of

reduced elements of Y/NY; i.e., those elements of order TV.

Proposition 1. (a) Let x be an elemenet of 0 of order N. Let Gal(x) be

as in (5). Then |Gal(x)| divides (4>(N), \W\). In particular, |Gal(x)| divides
Y[si=l(pi - 1). Moreover, for any g e Gal(x), the order ord(g) of g divides the

exponent e(W) of W (i.e., the least common multiple of the orders of elements

ofW).
(h)Let & be a subgroup of Gal(Q(Cv)/Q) (with \9\ dividing %=x(pi-\))

and {a(a)}aeI be a family of generators of 3? under the canonical isomorphism

Gal(Q(Cv)/Q) ~ (Z/NZ)*. The conjugacy classes of elements x of 0 of order
N such that & ç Gal(x) are in bijection with W-orbits of reduced elements

z of Y/NY such that, for any a £ I, there exists some w(a) £ W for which
w(a)z = a(a)z.

Proof. From [DP, Proposition 1(b)], if x corresponds to z £ Y/NY, then

there is an isomorphism W*/Wz -^ Gal(x) where Wz ç Wz are certain sub-

groups of W. Hence, |Gal(x)| divides \W\. Of course |Gal(x)| divides also

\(z/Nzy\ = </>(N) = nSi=iPK,~l(p> - !) (from (°))- Since (N> \W\) = l we
conclude that |Gal(x)| divides Y\si=x(Pi - I) ■ Finally, e(W) kills any element

of W, hence, of W¡/Wz, and hence, of Gal(x). Thus ord(g)\e(W). This
proves part (a).

[Pzll] shows the existence of a 1-1 correspondence between conjugacy classes

of elements of 0 of order ./V and W-orbits of reduced elements of Y/NY.

Moreover, from [DP, Proposition 1(c)] under this bijection and the canonical

isomorphism Gal(Q(Cv)/Q) « (Z/NZ)*, Gal(x) corresponds to Gal(z) :=

{k £ (Z/NZ)* : wz = kz for some w e W} . Thus, with the notation as in the

statement of the proposition, & ç Gal(x) if and only if a(a) £ Gal(z), for

each a £ I. This proves part (b) of the proposition.   D

For the remaining part of this section we consider the case of a cyclic group

f = (a) ç (Z/NZ)* as in (7), and we denote by

(9) a{       (l<i<s)

the image of a under the canonical homomorphism (Z/NZ)* « X^i^Z/pf'Z)*

- (z/pf'zy.
Consider the torsion ZJF-modules

M = Y/NY,        Mi = Y/pf'Y   (1 < i < s).

The canonical projections n¡: M -* M¡ (I < i < s) yield an isomorphism of

ZW-modules

s s

(10) n:=@7n:M%($Mi.
í=i í=i
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Note that, if z £ M is mapped to (z,)|_,  under this isomorphism then,
given any w £ W, we have the equivalence

(11) wz = az   if and only if   wz¡ = a¡Zi for all 1 < i < s.

Keeping the notation above, we define the sets

..„. Y(a, w) := {z £ M: z is reduced and wz = az},(12) l J

Y(a¡, w) := {z¡ £ M¡: z¡ is reduced and wz¡ = aiZ¡}.

Lemma 1. Notation as in (9)-(l2). The isomorphism n induces a set theoretical
bijection

Y(a,w)~ X Y(a¡,w).
i=i

Proof. This follows immediately from (9)-( 11).   D

Lemma 2. Notation as in (9)—(12). The number of conjugacy classes of elements
of 0 of order N with (a) ç Gal(x) is given by

¿iin \nat,w)\.
1    ' wew i=\

Proof. The argument found in the proof of [DP, Lemma 1] yields the identity

£ \Y(a,w)\ = \W\c
wew

where c is the number of IF-orbits of reduced elements of M for which
wz = az for some w £ W. Now use Proposition 1(b) and Lemma 1.   D

2. Proof of the theorem

In this section we consider, as in (6), a positive integer N = Y[si=l pf' rela-

tively prime with \W\. As in (7), we fix a cyclic subgroup W with generator
a £ (Z/NZ)* ; we let «,, 1 < í < j, be as in (8).

Proposition 2. The number of conjugacy classes of elements of 0 of order N
with & = (a) ç Gal(jc) ¿s given by

W\ ¿- Uto' Pi ]
1    ' wew ¡=i

where the fn¡(w) tire as in (2).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and [DP, Lemma 2]

(\Y(ai,w)\=pfifni{w)-p(¡K-~l)fn-{w), since «, is the order of a, in (Z/pf'Z)*). D

We can reformulate Proposition 2 in terms of the polynomial G defined in
(3) and (4).
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Proof of the Theorem. Notation as above. We have the equalities

i=\

_ y^ (-nlelp^i-*')/»!^)..   _(*«-«»)/* («0

£=(£,,...,es)e(Z/2Z)s

e   (-o'-'iii n ^'"
«=(£,,...,£S)6(Z/2Z)S ;=1  \i :  b¡=/

£ (_l)Wifl(e)/.(«)...ft(e)A(«).
e=(«i.-.e»)6(Z/2Z)»

The theorem now follows from Proposition 2.   D

Corollary 1 (Djokovic [Djkl]). Let N be coprime with \W\.  The number of

conjugacy classes of elements of 0 of exponent N is

„(7V)=n^11 m¡+ 1
i=i

vf«ere mx < m2 < ■ • ■ < m¡ are the exponents of the Weyl group W of 0.

Proo/". We first evaluate the number of conjugacy classes of elements of 0 of
order N with (1) ç Gal(x) by looking at the particular case «i = «2 = • •• =

ns = 1 in (8). From the Theorem this number equals

¿2 (-l)^G(qx(e),...,qh(e))
£ = (£,,. ..,£S)€(Z/2Z)*

where here qx(e) = Y[si=l ptfit-*), Qj(e) = 1   (7 ^ 1), and |e| = ¿?M e,.

For a fixed e , we have

G(qx(e),... , qh(e)) = jjy      $]     ^.....^ffií«)*'

Note that ]C*2).   fc a*;.,kh is the number of elements w of W with 1 asan

eigenvalue of multiplicity kx, which we will denote 5^,(1) (as in [PW]). Thus,

G(qx(e),...,qh(e)) = -^Y,s^^(e)kl-

ki

But,   from   [Sim],   the   right-hand   side   of  this   equality   is   given   by

n!=i(mi + Q\{e))/(mi + 1) where mx, ... , m¡ are the exponents of W.
As an intermediate step we therefore have the following

Corollary 2. The number of conjugacy classes of elements of 0 of order N is

given by

(13) £ (-l)^u(qi(e))

e=(ct,...,es)e(Z/2Zy

where v(t) := nLi(w' + 0/(*"f + !)■   D
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We now finish the proof of Corollary 1. Assume Djokovic's formula is true

for any M < N (it is obviously true for N = 1). Then, using an "inclusion-

exclusion" argument, the number of conjugacy classes of elements of exponent

N but order less than N is easily seen to be

(14) £ (-l)W-lv(qi(e)).

(0,...,0)5Éí€(Z/2Z)»

Combining (13) and (14), we conclude that the total number of conjugacy

classes of elements of exponent N is equal to ^(<7i(0)), which is u(N), as was

to be shown.   D

Next, we show how [DP, Theorem 1] follows from the Theorem.

We fix a prime number p not dividing \W\, and an integer K > 1. We set

N = pK . So, adopting the notation of (6), we have s = 1. We fix a subgroup

of Gal(Q(£jv)/Q) « (Z/pKZ)*, necessarily cyclic, say (a). We set « = ord(a)

as in (8). So, here, nx= « .

If x is any element of 0 of order N = pK , then its Galois group Gal(x) is

a subgroup of the cyclic group Gal(Q(Cv)/Q) > and hence is determined by its

order, called the depth of x .
[DP, Theorem 1(a)] counts the number of conjugacy classes of elements of

order pK, with depth divisible by «, i.e., in the present context, with (a) ç

Gal(x). In view of Proposition 1 (a) (or [DP, Proposition 2(a)]), we may assume

that «|gcd(p - 1, e(w)), as in the hypothesis of [DP, Theorem 1(a)].

In [DP, PW], the polynomials used to do this counting, are

. ,„v ,        TT   mi + t

4.(0—1+ n sin
iem

where mx < m2 < ■■ ■ < m¡ are the exponents of the Weyl group W of 0 , and
where I(n) := {1 < i < I: n divides «i, + 1} . But from [PW, Theorem 2], we

have

4.«=w\i:tMw) - !.
1     ' wew

i.e.,

(15) An(t) = G(tx,...,tn)-l

with

tn:=t   if 1 < n < h,

tj := 1   for any 1 < j ± « < «.

Finally, the expression

£   (-l)^G(qx(e),...,qn(e))

£6(Z/2Z)S

of the Theorem, now reads as

(16) Y,(-lYG(qx(e),...,qh(e))
£=0,1
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where

q„(e)=pK~c   if I <n<h,

qj(e) = 1 for any 1 < ; < «, j'• ¿ n.

From (15), we rewrite (16) as A„(pK)-A„(pK~l). All together, we have derived
the following result from the Theorem.

Corollary 3 [DP, Theorem 1]. Let p be a prime number not dividing \W\. Let

«|gcd(p - 1), e(w)). The number of conjugacy classes of elements of © of order
pK, with pK > 1, and depth divisible by « is A„(pK) - An(pK~x).

N.b. We have derived Theorem 1 of [DP] from the Theorem above, but note
that the proof of the present theorem makes use of the crucial lemmas and

propositions in [DP].

3. A REMARK ON COMPUTATIONS

The polynomial G(tx, ... , tn) for a particular Weyl group can explicitly be

computed using the work of Carter [Ctr], where conjugacy classes of the Weyl

group IF of 0 are described by certain graphs (or Dynkin diagrams) denoted
in [Ctr] by Y (not to be confused with our notation in (1)!) (see [Ctr, pp. 24-

31, for classical groups and pp. 31-34 and pp. 48-58 for the exceptional ones]).

Also, one can find in [Ctr], for each graph Y, the cardinality |ccljy(it;)| of the

conjugacy class of the corresponding element w of W (see [Ctr, pp. 34-45,
48-58]).

Finally, the characteristic polynomial pw(t) of an element w of W is com-
puted from a graph Y representing its conjugacy class, using [Ctr, Table 3, p.

23], via a straightforward algorithm [Ctr, pp. 19-24]. Knowing pw(t), one can

then deduce easily the multiplicity f(w) of Cy as an eigenvalue of w, for
each I < j < h .

We then use the expression

(17) G(tx,...,th) = J^-S2\cclw(w)\t{^)--.t^),

which follows from (4) using the fact that the monomials t^'---t^w' are

invariant under conjugation in W.
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